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Abstract
A panoply of new trend technologies can be applied in an innovative approach for the education sector.
The proposed technologies are Virtual and Augmented Reality (AR/VR), Blockchain (BC), 5G and
Artificial Intelligence (AI). The main topics researched in this publication are: Identify the technologies
that are being used to enhance the dissemination of knowledge in the learning process and the
professor’s receptiveness to learning experiences based on these technologies. A section of this article
provides a research work through the enrolment of professors in a focus group conducted in two distinct
Universities to enquire the students about their Information Technology knowledge, awareness, and
preferences for the adoption of AR, VR, BC and AI as new tools in the classes and Campus. The two
focus groups consisted of two Universities. The interviews were transcribed with the support of the
qualitative analysis software, webQDA. The data collected was triangulated and validated according to
the Delphi method, for greater validity and reliability of the results. From the main results, the following
three categories were identified: i) challenges: big-data hosting, cultural adoption, integration issues,
nascent technology, control, security and privacy; ii) advantages: user empowerment, high quality data,
durability, reliability, longevity, process integrity, and disadvantages: instability, energy consumption,
cost of creation, maintenance of technologies and platforms where they are allocated, gigantic human
effort, highly competent human resources, maintenance of platforms and associated technologies. The
article concludes that the use of technologies for professors at both Universities is an attractive
evolutional path for lecturing with some limitations, that are dependent of the lecturer profile and course
curriculum.
Keywords: Professors; Conceptions on use of technologies; Higher Education; Learning Process.

1

INTRODUCTION

Advances in immersive learning technologies present opportunities to explore a variety of pedagogical
methods in educational environments. A scenario of a cost-effective Virtual and Augmented Reality
(AR/VR) portable solution will, for sure, enrich the students experience. Terms such as Location Based
Services (LBS) are more and more currently used, the same with Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality
(AR/VR), IoT (Internet of Things), Blockchain (BC) and Artificial Intelligence (AI). Normally, these terms
appear linked with the prospect of innovation by embedding new technologies in to the pedagogic
processes, to improve outcomes in learning and teaching methodologies, also linked with the notion of
active methodology and involvement in school processes [1], [2], [3].
The research question that arises is: how technologies can be an asset for learning in higher education.
Lecturing in the XXI century will, for sure, launch a new set of challenges. In this research, the authors
plan to understand how the new trend technologies can become relevant tools for the new learning
actors: the level of knowledge and the openness for its application.
This study is based in a qualitative approach, recurring to focus group is a method. The focus group
was composed by teachers in two private Higher Education Institutions (HEI) in Northern Portugal. We
aimed to identify the technologies that are being used to enhance the dissemination of knowledge in the
learning process and the professor’s receptiveness to learning experiences based on these technologies
or teaching approaches molded by them. In resume, the qualitative way of addressing the mental
representations of teachers allowed to expose their posture regarding the new technologies and
pedagogical innovation they potentiate. We adopt a prospective posture, that normally must be previous
to any changes proposed regarding teaching methodologies or new ways of living the school space.
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2

LECTURING IN THE XXI CENTURY

Clearly, there is a running evolution of the academic community over the past five decades in the context
of theories of the “University of Excellence” [4].
The constant evolution in technology raises the need for continuous new challenges for higher education
institutions that are training, for example, engineers. These changes should directly impact in the
curricula of the Universities to bring the new required skills to the XXI students [5]. Also, the conventional
engineering educational strategies: lectures, laboratory experiments and homework. Most of them
created as teacher-oriented are not the adequate strategy for the new era students. Typically, there are
two main reasons appointed in the literature for the inadequacy. They are not able to prepare the student
to engage in collaborative team and thy do not promote active learning, on the other hand they are
contributing to compartmentalized curriculum [6].
The advancement and proliferation of smart and wireless technologies are transforming the educational
process into a smart system that provides seamless learning process [7].
Also, pushed by the pandemic COVID-19 new lecturing approaches such as online classes have quickly
emerged as common practices – bringing a panoply of new platforms that provide the desired service
[8], [9].
Several literature studies point out the extreme relevance of bringing IT technologies as a lever to better
lecturing practices [10], [11], [12]. The smart devices are the interface needed to do the suport bridge
between IT and the university [13].
The concept of “Smart University” has also being a topic of research. The strong impact of advanced
technologies such as AI, IOT and big data are enhancing the performance of lecturing activities and
univestity magement supor systems [14]. The relevant issue of paperless univestities is also of extreme
relevance [15]. Also, as relevant issue, the university campus can be a rich simulation and living lab for
contributing to a sustainable develoment and resilience and all the results, threw IoT and data science,
achieved in the smart campus can be applied to real cities [16], [17].

3

TECHNOLOGIES AND SCENARIOS FOR LECTURING

The following sections present the state-of-the art on the use of several trend technologies in the
educational environment.

3.1 Location Based Services (LBS)
The University campus is the playground for all the services related to the lecturing actors. The real the
knowledge of the positioning can be relevant in order to provide the best services. This practice should
always take into consideration all the privacy issues and taking into consideration the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) [18]. This issue can be addressed with the support of BC technology,
presented in the next sections [19], [20] or with the support of other implementations as stated in the
literature [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27].
The issue of positioning in the university campus can be address in two distinct scenarios: indoor and
outdoor. For the oudoor location – the classical approach of GPS combined with Wi-Fi and Bluettoth are
the most refered technical approaches in the literature [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33].
The LBS approcah can bring a set of new services: a lectuter walking in a university corridor can be
informed of an event that is starting in a nearby location; a teacher is on real-time informed about the
attendance order; a secure payment is authorised when the user is near a vending machine; a classroom is unlock when the teacher reaches the class-room.

3.2 AI
The on-going Artificial Intelligence (AI) revolution has disrupted several industry sectors and will keep
having an unprecedented impact on all areas of society. This has led to a growing demand for
multidisciplinary AI education also for students outside computer science [34]. It is expected a rapid
integration of AI technology in the education sector. This will, directly, impact in the teaching ideas,
forms, contents, methods and will bring a positive pressure on the requirements for teacher’s
professional quality and their teaching ability. The literature points the importance of AI quality cultivation
and application ability training. The digital literacy, computational thinking, programming ability and deep
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cognition of intelligent society are the important contents of AI technology literacy of normal university
students [35].
University actor must connect do the administrative departments for several kind of support required.
This is always a time-consuming process and also requires adequate manpower for an efficient service.
The literature points out AI solutions supported by Chabot [36]. The chatbot approach can even be
implemented under commom communications applications like WhasApp [37]. The addicted behaviour
of the young students to communications tools can be a tool for monitoring student participation, as
stated in the literature [38].
The smart support of AI tools as an lecturing enhancement is also describe in the literature, in particular
for the teachong of foreigner languages and engineering [39], [40], [41], [42], also combined with onlline
lecturing platforms [43], [44]. The possibilty of developing self-learning activities is also of great
relevance [39]. There is also a relevant role in the education of students with disabilities, using AI based
interactive voice conversations [45], [46].
The literature describes, also, some ideals and suggestions on the development of professional ability
of secondary vocational teachers in the era of artificial intelligence [47].

3.3 IoT
To monitor and represent real stimulus about the topics under lecturing, Internet of Things (IoT) can be
an impressive tool. The ability to bring Internet Protocol (IP) to common and ordinary devices opens a
rich assortment of novel applications. There are a huge number of solutions for digital education. These
tools can provide support for successfully conducting the lecture class in a university. From online video
source (e.g., YouTube), interactive communication channel (e.g., Google Hangouts, Facebook
Messenger, WhatsApp). However, typically, these tools miss the final necessary link: monitor and
generation of real-life environment conditions. So it is fundamental to take into consideration the
students attendance, activities and intention to pay attention as a part of assessment and provide
appropriate education tools to improve the education quality as suggested in the literature [48]. The IoT
can detect and sense the environmental conditions (eg. room temperature, student’s activities and
behavior) and produce the necessary stimulus.
On distance learning, some studies, suggest that IoT in distance learning and self-education allow to
increase the efficiency of studying up to 20% more. During the video lesson the IoT devices are
monitoring the level of the brain activity and sending the feedback to the software program [49].
The fast proliferation of IoT in the industry but also as a lever of learning management system (LMS),
lecture capture method, big data analytics, and instructional tools of all educational system activities.
The integration of this technology in higher education systems will save time, improve student’s skills
and work for a better student’s preparations [50].
The literature describes a mythology for automation of the University by providing an efficient, scalable
and affordable solution to support the process of teaching and learning for the learning actors –
exploiting the concept of smart classrooms [51], [52]. Simple tasks such as attendance
tracking/monitoring System in IoT can be implemented [53].
The process of instrumenting a classroom with IoT sensors can help measuring in real-time the
classroom usage, to predict the attendance, and performing optimal allocation of rooms to courses so
as to minimize space wastage [54].

3.4 BC
The Blockchain (BC) technology is a relevant tool to support the integrity and security of a set of data.
In particular, and as described in the previous sections the implementation of smart classrooms, smart
university campus and smart learning means a massive collect of data from the learning actors. This
data should have collected should grant the necessary privacy and security – in order to avoid legal and
personal constrains [55].
All the relevant teacher certification and personal data can be stored under a BC structure [56].
Education institutes have a long experience of collaboration. The creation of educational resources and
the necessary precaution about ownership of the contents – it is always a pertinent issue. The literature
proposes a BC technology solution in a collative approach to record multiple authorship when using
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other people’s work. So, this way, the author can track their work and claim, if justified, some benefit
from the others usage [57].
The concerns about the design of data certification system with the support of BC is also presented for
the use case of Automotive teaching [58]. The literature also sustains the creation of a fully Decentralized
Online Education Platform threw a BC solution [59].
Several challenges of adopting BC for IoT-enabled education systems are addressed so that the
practitioners can acquire innovative technologies in the field of education more quickly in near future
[60]. In order to control the remote access to specific laboratory facilities – the BC can also be a relevant
solution [61].

3.5 AR/VR
The new learning playground should be a rich content immersive experience for the lecturer and for the
student, opening the way to Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR). The possibility of adding
new elements to our realty (AR) or even developing the best scenario for a particular learning experience
(VR) are the key for this disruption in the learning act. A relevant study about is teacher acceptance of
AR as a teaching resource is presented [62].
A research article analyzes the motivation of high school students and teachers to use a free online
Augmented Reality (AR) application as a tool for learning/teaching basic concepts of direct-current (dc)
circuits. The great potential of the rich content generated is a huge advantage [63]. The overall
perception of the learning actors is also positive for the adoption of VR approaches [64].
AR as a technology is evolving along with increasing use of human technology. A use case of Astronomy
application is presented [65] sustaining Smartphone is an important device that everyone can carry and
use in their everyday life. The integration of the mobile device and AR technology has been increasingly
adopted in various fields including Education.
Some topics - which aims at helping students understand how complex systems emerge and the causal
mechanism underlying such adaptive systems are most of the time critical for the student’s perception,
an AR game is proposed to solve this issue [66].
In laboratory simulation environments AR is also a relevant technology: an AR based virtual educational
robotics learning system which aims to support the learning activities of computational thinking and
STEM education (science technology engineering and mathematics) is described in literature [67].
The improvement of the lecturer skills can, also, be improved by a VR training solution [68]. Improving
teachers' communicative competence and their ability to manage conflict affecting the classroom climate
is also refered [69].
A pilot study of four teacher avatars for an educational virtual field trip presents a guideline that will
measure the educational efficacy of revised avatars in the lecturing process [70].
A tool that can measure the student’s attention and fatigue can be implemented in order to optimize the
learning experience [71]. Also, and in order to help teachers understand and manage students in such
an environment, an interface was presented to support teacher awareness of students and their actions,
attention, and temperament in a social VR environment [72].

4

METHODOLOGY

Within qualitative research studies, focus group is a method that has been developed. The focus group
was held in two private Higher Education Institutions (HEI) in Northern Portugal. General Objective:
Identify the technologies that are being used to enhance the dissemination of knowledge in the learning
process and the professor’s receptiveness to learning experiences based on these technologies.
A literal transcription of a speech was performed, as evidence of a statement / interpretation made by
the two researchers, authors of the paper [73], one in every HEI. There are several types of research
analysis: a) in a real context; b) classroom interactions; c) analysis of teaching skills [74]. But the one
that will be used will resort to the webQDA® software, which provides users with video data analysis,
which is non-numeric and unstructured data.
The two researchers and authors of the study looked for meaning units that supported categories of
analysis. This construction process implied an ideographic approach since the categories were defined
a posteriori.
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To maintain the confidentiality of the studied contexts, the anonymity of all the professors, as well as the
confidentiality of the HEIs, one proceeded to their identification by P1 and P2 and P3 in HEI one and
P3, P4, P5, P6 and P8, in the HEI two.
The study was conducted in November 2020. The sample consists of 3 professors from HEI one and 5
professors HEI 2 (who voluntarily participated in education research), from private higher institutions in
the North of Portugal. At University one - two engineering and one management professors; at university
two - one professor in the area of Education, one in Sports, one in Technologies, one in Management
and at last one in Education for Special Educational Needs.
The data collection procedure was performed by invitation for investigation, in writing, addressed to the
Directors of Higher Education Institutions, and Professors were asked for permission, in writing, to
record for later use in research, safeguarding the anonymity of students and all ethical issues involved.
These lasted, on average, 30 minutes.
Considering the objectives of the study, one tried to provide a detailed and rigorous description, to
guarantee the validity or credibility of the qualitative study [75]. It was also chosen to focus on data
triangulation, the results of the analysis of the content the focus group of the professors between the
two HEIs crossed - a modality that proves if the information collected is confirmed by others and turning
to the transparency of the whole process that guarantees the reader the merit, credibility and reliability.
The interviews were transcribed. With the support of the qualitative analysis software, webQDA, the
data resulting from the content analysis of the interviews of the two Universities and document analysis
were triangulated and validated according to the Delphi method, for greater validity and reliability of the
results. From the main results, the following three categories were identified: i) challenges: big-data
hosting, cultural adoption, integration issues, nascent technology, control, security, and privacy; ii)
advantages: user empowerment, high quality data, durability, reliability, longevity, process integrity, and
iii) disadvantages: instability, energy consumption, cost of creation.

5

RESULTS

In this study, one will present the categories and indicators of the data, represented in Table 1.
Table 1. Categories and Indicators and References Units in the two HEIs
References Units
HEI1 (n)

References Units
HEI2 (n)

Big-data hosting

2

1

Cultural adoption

1

1

Integration issues

1

1

Nascent technology

1

1

Control

1

Security and privacy

1

User empowerment

1

High quality data

1

1

Durability

1

1

Reability

1

1

Longevity

1

1

Process integrity

1

1

Instability

1

Categories

Challenges

Advantages

Indicators

Disadvantages Energy consumption

3

Cost of creation

1

Source: The authors

In the case of HEI1 professors the most mentioned big data hosting (n = 2) was control, for example
"implementation of new technologies, have some doubts highlighted is the concrete usefulness of the
technologies, that is, for the investment made in terms of resources, and then the practical usefulness
of the technologies used”.
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In the case of HEI2, professors do not highlight is the concrete usefulness of the technologies, that is,
for the investment made in terms of resources, and then the practical usefulness of the technologies
used. In the case of HEI2, teachers do not agree with the introduction of new technologies in the
classroom due to the difficulty teachers may have in adapting, as mentioned in Nascent technology (n
= 1), example “the pedagogical advantage of the use of technologies, and some subjects are likely to
be taught with the help of these technologies, other subjects are not as reversible to these technologies
and should be taught in a more classical way."
In the case of HEI1, professors the most mentioned big data hosting (n =2) was control, for example
"implementation of new technologies, have some doubts related to the material and human resources
that are necessary to implement these technologies”. They don’t mention energy costs, but professors
say “One of the aspects that is highlighted is the concrete usefulness of the technologies, that is, for the
investment made in terms of resources, and then the practical usefulness of the technologies used ”.
In the case of HEI2, professors do not agree with the introduction of new technologies in the classroom
due to the difficulty professors may have in adapting, as mentioned in Nascent technology (n = 1),
example “the pedagogical advantage of the use of technologies, and some subjects are likely to be
taught with the help of these technologies, other subjects are not as reversible to these technologies
and should be taught in a more classical way." They mention Energy Consumption (n = 3) as a cost and
in and for it’s possible environmental impact.

6

CONCLUSIONS

Due the logistics involved in implementing new technologies, they have some doubts that have to do
with the material and human resources needed to implement these technologies. Issues such as hosting
and accessing big data, purchasing software and hardware, maintenance, teams of people dedicated
to the development and implementation of these technologies. One of the aspects that is highlighted is
the concrete usefulness of the technologies, that is, for the investment that is made in terms of
resources, and then the practical usefulness of the technologies used. They point out that in terms of
innovation applied to teaching, all technologies are very interesting, and if possible, they should be
implemented, developed, and used.
The interviewees speak of the pedagogical benefit of the use of technologies, and some subjects are
likely to be taught with the help of these technologies, other subjects are not so reversible to these
technologies and should be taught in more classical ways. Other technologies can be used in very
restricted terms, in small demonstration applications, as in the case of virtual reality. In the case of
blockchain, the issue of resources to allocate to an information chain arises, and issues related to access
passwords and access authorizations, permanent updating of data also raise issues. Technologies
(NFC, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi) may have a use, but it is mainly in administrative terms, not pedagogical ones.
Briefly, everyone agrees on the benefits to be derived from the use of these technologies, but doubts
arise when it comes to evaluating the investment and return provided using these technologies. Most
likely the curricula content would have to be reconstructed again to adapt to these technologies. Some
teachers would find it easy to adapt, and adapt to the use of these technologies, but many teachers
would have to make a huge effort to adapt. Others would not be able to use them. The same would
happen with the students, who would have to be very involved in the daily life of the classes.
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